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Chapter 659
Wayne Lin did not hesitate and agreed directly. Anyway, he is also very leisurely now,
with nothing to do, so he agreed directly, “Okay, you send me the address, and I will
pass by then.”

“Okay, let’s just say that, don’t let me dove!” Deng Kai said briskly, “Last classmate
meeting, we also mentioned you, and said that it was you after a long time. He has the
best grades, long-term number one. It’s too abnormal. Now those old classmates will be
very happy to see you!”

Wayne Lin smiled, he himself was a little looking forward to it. After counting, he has
indeed not seen these old classmates for more than ten years. I believe this meeting will
be very interesting!

After hanging up the phone, Alma Chu came back not long after, Wayne Lin told her
about the incident, whether she should go to the class reunion together.

Alma Chu guiltily refused, because the Chu family’s industry is now recovering, and
many places require her to deal with it. It just so happened that there was a more
important meal tonight, and she couldn’t stop.

“Wayne, I’m sorry, I also have dinner tonight, I am afraid I can’t accompany you.” Alma
Chu plunged into Wayne Lin’s arms and said apologetically.

Wayne Lin was a little disappointed, but he also understood Alma Chu, and said with a
smile: “It’s not in the way, you go busy with you, pay attention to your health, and don’t
work too hard, you know?”

“Yeah! I know, don’t forget, I’m also a master of the Innate Realm now, I’m a good guy,
hehe.” Alma Chu straightened her chest and said proudly, she was too protruding. ,
Drew Wayne Lin’s gaze straight away, put her arms around her waist, and said badly:
“My parents have not come back yet, or let’s go…”



Alma Chu didn’t know what Wayne Lin meant, she blushed immediately, pushed Wayne
Lin away quickly, and said, “No, I just finished crazy last night, my legs are still a bit
soft!”

Wayne Lin was a little lost, and said, “Just one moment, it will be over soon.”

“No way, no way, you say this every time, every time you almost toss me apart!” Alma
Chuyi said righteously, suddenly her eyes rolled and said: “Go and harm Sanniang, let
me Holiday.”

Last time, Wayne Lin told Alma Chu about Tao Sanniang. Originally, he thought Alma
Chu would be very angry and hurt. He was ready to be beaten. But in the end, Alma
Chu cheered, her face was full of joy, and her face was relieved. Finally someone
wanted her stupid boy, and Wayne Lin was stunned.

Later, Wayne Lin also understood that Alma Chu was really not angry, instead of
pretending it, which made Wayne Lin a sigh of relief.

Having eaten together at noon, Alma Chu took a nap and went to the company when
she got up. She is now the backbone of the Chu family, and she needs to deal with
many things. She is indeed unable to leave the situation of the Chu family.

Fortunately, Wayne Lin was mentally prepared, but he was not too disappointed.

In the evening, Wayne Lin drove a little eDonkey to the address according to the
address Deng Kai told him.

Originally, he wanted to drive there, but at this point, it happened to be during the rush
hour when the traffic jam on the road was serious, and it took a long distance to go from
Yulong Bay. Wayne Lin decided to drive a small electric donkey.

The little eDonkey is good, not only light, but also faster than a car in the city.

The place where the classmates will be held tonight is a five-star hotel, which is directly
covered by one floor.

From what Deng Kai said, the classmates’ meeting this time lasted for two days. After
eating in the hotel, they had to go to the resort to stay for one night.



&nbs;

p; Wayne Lin plans to avoid going to the resort. It’s okay to have a meal tonight.

Half an hour later, Wayne Lin drove the little eDonkey to the five-star hotel. His arrival
seemed abrupt. Isn’t it? In front of the hotel, all luxury cars parked, and he drove a little
eDonkey over.

So after he appeared, he attracted the attention of many people. Looking at him,
coupled with his plain clothes, normal people would think that he was a food delivery.

“Hello, this is a five-star hotel, and electric cars cannot be parked here.”

As soon as he stopped the car, two security guards came over and said
contemptuously.

Wayne Lin has become accustomed to this situation. He said: “I’m here to eat, why can’t
I stop here.”

“What, you are here for dinner? You are funny, just rely on this body you wear, usually
work is to deliver food, earn three or four thousand yuan a month, do you have the
ability to come here for dinner?”

Another security guard said impatiently: “Explain so much to such a poor man, let him
go quickly, and don’t affect the mood of the distinguished guest.”

“Have you heard, our captain said, leave quickly, this is a five-star hotel, you are here to
affect the appearance of the city, you know!” The security guard’s face was full of
squatters.

Wayne Lin looked at him without the slightest humiliation or anger. Instead, he felt a
familiar feeling. He finally came back. It reminded him of the scene of being a wasteful
son-in-law in the Chu family.

It has been a long time since he became the number one in G province, no one has
dared to talk to him like this.

However, when the two security guards saw Wayne Lin still laughing, they became even
more annoyed, thinking that Wayne Lin was taunting them, “Hey! You poor ghost, don’t



shame you, we will warn you one last time and get out. Otherwise, don’t blame us for
being impolite!”

As they said, they even took out the electric batons and slapped them in their palms,
looking fierce and vicious.

Wayne Lin said, “I’m here to participate in the class reunion. You stopped the wrong
person.”

“Classmate meeting?” When the two security guards heard Wayne Lin say this, they
hesitated, because this kind of thing is indeed very common. In a class, there are
always good and bad mixes. But they saw that Wayne Lin had come to the five-star
hotel to attend the class reunion, and he was dressed so shabbyly, and he was still
riding a little electric donkey. They really hadn’t seen it before, and they couldn’t
understand it at all. Normal people would not do this, right?

“Are you sure you are here to participate in the class reunion?” One of the security
captains said with a bad look, looking at Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin just wanted to talk. At this time, he saw a Porsche driving over, which
happened to be the one that Deng Kai opened today. He pointed to the Porsche and
said, “My classmate has already arrived. You can ask him directly.”

The two security guards turned their heads, saw the black Cayenne, and immediately
changed their expressions. They ran over to guide Deng Kai to stop.

Wayne Lin rolled his eyes when he saw this scene, it was really realistic.

After Deng Kai parked the car, he saw Wayne Lin and said in surprise: “Wayne, you are
here, great!”

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “I also just arrived.”

Deng Kai nodded. He got out of the car and quickly opened the door for the back seat.
Soon, there was a graceful figure. He walked out of the car and looked very beautiful.
He was wearing a famous brand all over his body. , The face also revealed cold
arrogance, it was Han Ruxin.



Chapter 660
Wayne Lin’s mood also fluctuated when he saw Han Ruxin.

It was not because Han Ruxin was very beautiful, but because of that familiar face,
which reminded him of his junior high school days, which was quite emotional for a
while.

Moreover, what Deng Kai said is right. Han Ruxin is indeed a female big eighteen. She
is more beautiful and noble than she was in junior high school. At first glance, she
knows that she is a strong woman with a lot of wealth. Confidence and arrogance
cannot be pretended.

Wayne Lin is also happy for Han Ruxin. He knows that Han Ruxin’s family background
is actually quite ordinary. Both parents are farmers. Now Han Ruxin is struggling,
starting from scratch, and making such a great achievement.

After Deng Kai opened the door for Han Ruxin, he was still bending over, and
respectfully shouted Mr. Han!

Moreover, in another Toyota domineering, four sturdy men in suits came out, strode
towards Han Ruxin, and respectfully shouted President Han, who was obviously Han
Ruxin’s bodyguard.

This appearance is very impressive.

But Wayne Lin frowned slightly. Such Han Ruxin made him feel very strange, not the
weak, shy little girl he had remembered.

As for the two security guards, when they saw Han Ruxin, their waists were lowered,
and they looked like slaves and flattering.

When he looked at Han Ruxin, Han Ruxin also looked at him, but there was no wave on
her face, but her eyes flickered slightly, but she moved her eyes away after less than a
second.

As if not knowing him.



This reaction of Han Ruxin surprised Wayne Lin a little. Could it be that Han Ruxin no
longer remembers him?

No, Deng Kai is now Han Ruxin’s driver. Didn’t Deng Kai say hello to her? Still, it was
too long since we didn’t meet in the middle, and Han Ruxin had already forgotten him.

But anyway, as a man, Wayne Lin should be more generous. He took the initiative to
greet Han Ruxin and said to Han Ruxin: “Ruxin, long time no see, you…”

However, before Wayne Lin’s words were finished, Han Ruxin staggered him and left,
treating him as transparent without even saying hello.

Wayne Lin frowned slightly, Han Ruxin’s reaction made him a little uncomfortable.

Deng Kai hurried over and explained in a low voice: “Wayne, don’t take it to heart. Mr.
Han has such a personality now, very cold, in fact, she is still a good person.”

Wayne Lin withdrew his gaze from Han Ruxin, and sighed slightly in his heart. At this
point, he still couldn’t see it. Han Ruxin has changed. It is no longer the simple and
weak little girl before, but Becoming more social, seeing his honor, I don’t like to pay
attention to him anymore.

Even though he has seen more of this kind of things, he is still a little helpless in his
heart because he has become such a person in front of his old classmates.

However, he also sees quickly. After all, everyone’s personality and thoughts are
different, and the environment they experience is even more different. Not everyone can
be like him and always maintain the original self.

“It’s okay, I’m used to it.” Wayne Lin said with a smile, looking very relaxed.

However, his words fell in the eyes of Deng Kai, but turned into a strong smile, a
sentence of’habit’ is full of bitterness, indicating that Wayne Lin’s mixing is indeed very
bad over the years, and he is used to suffering cold eyes!

Deng Kai patted Wayne Lin’s shoulder heavily, and said seriously: “Wayne, everyone
has prosperity, decline and prosperity, I believe

You can definitely rise! “



Wayne Lin was dumbfounded by Deng Kai’s appearance. Deng Kai thought he was in a
state of despair. “Deng Kai, in fact, my situation is not as bad as you think. You may not
believe it. I also have several companies. .”

Wayne Lin’s words are not lying, and the market value of his several companies are
extremely high, not to mention that he has absorbed the Yuntian Pavilion and the
Xuandan faction, and now his power can no longer be described as a business empire.
, Even if he is an ordinary person, not a master of Innate Realm Dzogchen, his status is
not something that a businessman can compare!

Deng Kai was taken aback. He didn’t expect Wayne Lin to have a company. According
to that, Wayne Lin was not bad.

However, when Deng Kai started to speak, the two security guards spoke again, “Boss,
you electric car, can you drive to the parking lot? Our open-air parking lot is all parked
by cars.”

“Oh, okay, it just so happens that my little eDonkey has no electricity, can you charge it
in the parking lot?” Wayne Lin said.

The security guard said: “Yes, you get out of the parking lot, turn to the right, and walk
for about ten meters. It is specifically for charging electric cars.”

“Okay.” Wayne Lin nodded.

Deng Kai on the side twitched his mouth slightly. Fortunately, he believed Wayne Lin
just now. He really became the boss. As a result, he even came to the classmate
meeting by riding an electric bike. It seems that Wayne Lin has not only been down, but
has also learned to brag.

Wayne Lin saw his expression and immediately realized that Deng Kai had
misunderstood. He said, “I didn’t lie to you, I really did…”

Deng Kai interrupted him and said with a heavy tone: “Needless to say, I understand.”

Wayne Lin rolled his eyes, feeling that Deng Kai had a deep misunderstanding, but
Wayne Lin didn’t bother to explain it anymore, showing off material things is not his
character.



“Well, wait a minute, I’ll stop the little eDonkey, and come up to you,” Wayne Lin said.

Deng Kai said: “Okay, the classmates will be on the 13th floor. You can just come up
directly from the parking lot later.”

Wayne Lin nodded, and rode off the parking lot on a small electric donkey.

Deng Kai looked at the direction he was leaving and sighed heavily. When he saw him
today, he realized that Wayne Lin might not be a good messenger, but he did not expect
that he was so frustrated that he even came to attend the class meeting. He came by
electric bike, and he didn’t even have a decent suit. He came here in casual clothes.

It seems that he needs to help this old classmate!

He ran to catch up with Han Ruxin, and when he saw Han Ruxin waiting for him in the
lobby on the first floor, he was a little embarrassed. He stepped up quickly, lowered his
head, and apologized in panic: “Mr. Han, I’m sorry, I’ve delayed some time.”

Han Ruxin’s expression was cold, and she said lightly: “You and Wayne Lin have a very
good relationship.”

Deng Kai couldn’t guess what Han Ruxin meant, so he had to bite the bullet and said,
“Actually, it’s okay. After all, I have been an old classmate who hasn’t seen each other
for so many years. Moreover, Wayne Lin, who was also very good to me before, often
invited me to eat… …”

Han Ruxin interrupted him and said directly: “What car did Wayne Lin drive over just
now.”

Deng Kai hesitated, not too embarrassed to answer, Han Ruxin stared, and said in a
commanding tone: “Say.”

Deng Kai trembled, and said quickly: “He is, he is driving an electric car…”

“Really?” Han Ruxin raised her mouth slightly, revealing an intriguing smile.

Chapter 661



Wayne Lin drove the little eDonkey to the parking lot, and then took the elevator directly
from the underground parking lot to the 13th floor.

This year’s class reunion was very big. As soon as Wayne Lin got out of the elevator, he
saw the entrance of the lobby. There were more than a dozen young and beautiful
welcoming ladies standing. They looked very seductive. When someone walked in, they
would bow sweet Shouted: “A warm welcome to the 36th class 5 of Fenghuanggang
Middle School!”

When Wayne Lin appeared, two old classmates had already walked in.

Wayne Lin sorted out his outfit a little, and walked over in stride.

Since he is now dressed too ordinary, which is in sharp contrast with other people who
came to the class reunion, when he came, the welcoming ladies did not bow to
welcome him, but stopped him and said, “Hello, Inside is the 36th class reunion of
Fenghuanggang Middle School, and other people are not allowed to enter.”

This Miss Yingbin looked at Wayne Lin up and down, and seeing Wayne Lin dressed so
shabbyly, some contempt flashed in her eyes, with a cold attitude.

Wayne Lin said: “I am the 36th student of Fenghuanggang Middle School.”

“Are you sure?” The welcome lady was obviously not convinced.

“Why, don’t I look like it?” Wayne Lin asked with a smile.

Miss Yingbin frowned slightly. She asked herself if she had seen a lot of rich people.
She could tell at a glance whether they were rich or not, and she learned that most of
the people in this class reunion were not rich. Expensive rich man, and the man in front
of him is the bottom of society.

While she was hesitating, several people came from behind and saw this situation. One
of them, a man in a suit and leather suit and gold-wire glasses, said, “What happened,
why is it blocked here?”

When Miss Yingbin saw this man, her eyes immediately lit up. From her eyes, she
immediately saw that this must be a rich boss, so she lowered her posture and said



respectfully: “Hello boss, This is the case. The man said that he is also in the 36th grade
of Phoenix Gang Middle School, and I cannot verify his identity.”

“Really?” The man with gold wire glasses immediately looked at Wayne Lin, saw Wayne
Lin, and felt a little familiar, and asked in doubt, “You are?”

Wayne Lin immediately recognized him when he saw him, and said with a smile, “Squad
leader, you forgot about me so quickly. I am Wayne Lin. We used to be in the same
team.”

When the man with gold silk glasses was reminded like this, he immediately reacted,
patted his head, and said, “I remember, Wayne Lin, it’s you! You…”

Wayne Lin saw that the other party stretched out his hand and wanted to shake hands
with him. He also stretched out his hand. But immediately, when the other party saw his
outfit, he immediately retracted his hand, and the enthusiasm on his face became much
colder. Where did you go, why haven’t you attended the class meeting?”

Who is Wayne Lin? He saw a flash of contempt in the other person’s eyes at a glance.
Obviously, seeing him wearing so shabby clothes, he thought he was too shabby.

To be honest, Wayne Lin was quite disappointed. When he was studying, Dai Xinghuai,
the monitor, was pretty good. He didn’t expect that after graduation, he would become
so cheap. The value of a person is measured by money.

“I didn’t go anywhere, I just stayed in Huarvell.” Wayne Lin said with a smile.

&nbs;

p; “Oh, yes, you haven’t seen me for so long. You are much taller. I remember you used
to be a short man, only to my chest, hahaha.” Dai Xinghuai teased Wayne Lin with a
joking expression on his face. He thinks that people have a very accurate vision, and
now he can tell at a glance that Wayne Lin must have been in a bad mood over the
years, or even down, that’s why he would be so shabby even to attend the class
reunion.

Wayne Lin frowned slightly. He came to attend the class reunion this time with
expectation and joy. Originally, he wanted to relive the past. He also prepared to support
some students who are in difficulties. It was unhappy just to meet the former monitor.



When he was in junior high school, Wayne Lin was indeed not tall. He was relatively
small among his peers, but he would definitely not be so short. Then Dai Xinghuai
would be only half a head taller than him.

“Really, I also remember that the monitor once caught a gecko in your bag because of a
prank by Deng Kai, and scared you to pee on your pants.” Wayne Lin said with a smile,
and went back ironically. Dai Xinghuai is very courageous. He is often scared to pee his
pants by bad boys like Deng Kai. He is the laughing stock of the class.

Dai Xinghuai was still smiling happily, but when he heard Wayne Lin’s words, his smile
froze immediately, especially when he heard several welcoming ladies secretly
laughing, his face was extremely embarrassed, and the corners of his mouth were cruel.
Twitched twice!

He glared at Wayne Lin fiercely, and said with a bit of irritation: “Hey, Wayne Lin, don’t
talk nonsense. I have always been very courageous. When have I been scared to pee
on my pants!”

As everyone knows, the way he is now, the words of Wayne Lin are even more
conscientious, “Nonsense? No, you are the most courageous person in the class, and
many students know. By the way, so many years have passed, yours You should be
bolder, right?”

Dai Xinghuai was very angry. He saw Wayne Lin even more displeased. Originally, he
thought that Wayne Lin must have been a bad mess over the years, but now he is
already a successful person, dare to tease him like this. The following is committed!

However, this situation is not easy for him, after all, there are still many classmates in it.

He rolled his eyes around, thought of the way to get revenge, laughed, pretending to be
relaxed: “No kidding, I think many classmates have already arrived, let’s go first, I guess
you will give a lot of money to attend this time. Classmates are pleasantly surprised!”

Then he greeted Miss Yingbin, and Wayne Lin was qualified to go in. This kind of
privilege gave Dai Xinghuai a special sense of accomplishment, and his waist was even
straighter!

Wayne Lin shook his head, feeling that Dai Xinghuai was too naive. After so many
years, he still hasn’t changed his seductive character.



When he walked into the banquet hall, he found that many classmates had already
arrived, which seemed very lively. At a glance, Wayne Lin saw many familiar faces, and
a familiar feeling came to his heart.

The green years of the previous junior high school days came back all at once.

Over the past ten years, these old classmates have grown up, and their bodies have
changed more or less. Some students have gained weight, some have lost weight, and
some have become more handsome and beautiful.

After Dai Xinghuai walked in, his eyes rolled, he clapped his palms, and said loudly, “Hi,
classmates, see who I brought me.”

His words made everyone in the hall look over.

Chapter 662
“This is… Wayne Lin?”

Immediately a female classmate asked suspiciously.

“Wayne Lin, I remember, this is Wayne Lin, the student in our class!”

“Damn, I read that right, Wayne Lin actually came back? I thought he went abroad!”

“By the way, isn’t Wayne Lin a child of the rich family? Why is he dressed so shabby?”

Soon they recognized Wayne Lin, and for a while it began to lively again, there was a lot
of discussion, and people came around.

However, they soon discovered that Wayne Lin was wearing shabby clothes, he did not
have a famous brand watch in his hand, and he did not wear a gold chain on his neck.
He looked like a passerby, a downcast image, and they formed a distinctive look.
Compared!

Dai Xinghuai deliberately pushed Wayne Lin from behind, trying to push Wayne Lin out,
and said in his mouth: “Wayne Lin, don’t froze. Say hello to your old classmates. They
are all bosses in society now!”



He pushed hard, and the corners of his mouth raised, revealing a hint of bad intentions,
obviously because of Wayne Lin’s embarrassment.

He believed that with his strength, Wayne Lin would definitely fall into shit!

At that time, he could still slap back, saying that Wayne Lin was too weak, and he just
pushed Wayne Lin down. He could take the opportunity to humiliate Wayne Lin severely
to avenge his previous revenge.

It’s a pity that his abacus is very good, but he underestimated Wayne Lin too much. As
soon as he met Wayne Lin, he realized that he was pushing against a big rock,
completely unable to move!

how can that be?

You know that he does exercise persistently, and his strength is greater than that of
ordinary people. Now he is pushing Wayne Lin hard, but he still doesn’t move? This is
not scientific!

So he used more energy…

But no matter how hard he tried, Wayne Lin still didn’t move, which made him feel very
embarrassed and his face flushed.

He doesn’t believe in evil anymore, Wayne Lin actually has such great power?

Just when Dai Xinghuai exhausted all his strength and concentrated on his right hand to
push Wayne Lin down, suddenly, Wayne Lin turned sideways, and in an instant Dai
Xinghuai’s strength was lost, and his weight lost control and he fell forward hard. !

With a thump, there was a 30-centimeter-high staircase just in front of him. He threw
himself to the ground, knocking his forehead and nose bleeding.

This sudden change caused everyone on the scene to be stunned. None of them
expected that Dai Xinghuai would fall into this way.

Wayne Lin raised the corner of his mouth slightly, showing some sneers, and then said:
“Squad leader, why did you fall, are you okay?”



Dai Xinghuai was completely stunned. He didn’t expect that Wayne Lin would suddenly
turn sideways. Wasn’t this embarrassing him!

It was so painful. He hit his entire face straight on the floor like this. He felt that his face
was flat, especially his nose. It was so painful. Tears flowed out. Now he saw Wayne
Lin’s schadenfreude. He didn’t understand how he looked like, Wayne Lin deliberately
made him embarrassed!

He suddenly became furious, and pointed at Wayne Lin and cursed: “Wayne Lin, you
despicable villain, dare to yin Laozi, you’re f*cking looking for death!”

He yelled at him, his expression looked very hideous, he was a little gaffe in this
occasion, and those classmates who were going to help him frowned slightly.

Wayne Lin spread his hand and said innocently, “Squad leader, what are you talking
about? I stood there properly, how did I provoke you?”

&n;

b Dai Xinghuai’s expression froze, and he was speechless. Indeed, Wayne Lin stood
there just now and didn’t touch him at all. He did it all by himself.

He was sure that Wayne Lin must know it. It was obvious that Wayne Lin deliberately
made him embarrassed, and he had already seen the ridicule and disdain in Wayne
Lin’s eyes.

This is so irritating, he swears that he will show Wayne Lin the color later!

This is when other classmates came over. Two men helped Dai Xinghuai up and said
weirdly: “Old Dai, what are you doing? How can you fall like this in a good way.”

“Yes, you came here after drinking?”

Dai Xinghuai is a dumb eating Coptidis. He can’t tell if he has a bitterness. As long as
he swallows it in his stomach, don’t mention how aggrieved!

Finally, he glared at Wayne Lin fiercely, threatening Wayne Lin, so he couldn’t scold him
anymore.



Wayne Lin smiled contemptuously, did not put him in his eyes at all.

Then, many classmates focused on Wayne Lin and asked curiously: “Wayne Lin, it’s
been a long time since I saw you, where have you been all these years?”

“Yes, after graduation, your contact information was lost. We can’t even contact you
anymore. I thought you were arrested for MLM.” Someone made a joke, which caused
other students to laugh.

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “I didn’t go anywhere, I just stayed in Huarvell.”

Someone found that Wayne Lin was so shabby and asked tentatively: “By the way, so
many years have passed, what do you do now? You were the second generation of
super rich in our class back then, with such good grades. Occupying the first grade all
year round, I believe you must be the big boss now!”

The person who said this was a younger brother of Dai Xinghuai. When he was in junior
high school, this person was Dai Xinghuai’s attendant. Now that he graduated, he is
also following Dai Xinghuai.

When he asked this sentence, he was instructed by Dai Xinghuai.

Immediately after he asked this sentence, the classmates in the audience calmed down,
looking at him curiously and strangely.

Wayne Lin said: “The big boss can’t talk about it, but he does have several companies.”

He said lightly, looking very calm and calm, just talking about a normal thing, there is no
need or guilty conscience.

And the other classmates were stunned when they heard what he said. In their opinion,
Wayne Lin’s outfit does not look like someone who can start a few companies.

In their opinion, if you can open a few companies, it must not be wearing a famous
brand or wearing a famous watch, but for Wayne Lin, the total amount of the whole body
is less than two hundred yuan!

“Really? What company do you open? Let me tell you!”



“Could it be that you were fooled by your boss and became the legal person of
someone else’s company, so you said you started your own company?”

“Haha, that’s not the case. Who doesn’t know that a legal person is a hard job. If you
don’t get the money, you have to take responsibility if something happens!”

They all started to tease.

Wayne Lin shook his head and said, “It’s the company I started.”

At this moment, everyone started to calm down again. Seeing Wayne Lin’s calmness,
without the slightest guilty conscience, they seemed so calm, not like joking. Could it be
that Wayne Lin is really rich? Tonight is deliberately shabby, pretending to be a pig and
eating a tiger?

Just when they were all guessing, a disdainful voice came out, “Haha, just listen to him.
If he really opened a few companies, would he need to open a small eDonkey?”

Chapter 663
When the voice fell, a jeweled female classmate came out with a face full of disdain.

“What? Zhou Lian, are you kidding me! Wayne Lin is also a rich second-generation
generation? After so many years, how could he drive a little eDonkey here? You are not
funny!”

“Yeah, Wayne Lin was the richest in our class back then. Usually, he was picked up by a
butler’s luxury car to go to school. It’s not comparable to those of us with mud legs.”

“However, it is not easy to say that this Feng Shui turns around. Many big families have
lost their wealth in just a few years because of improper management!”

They were all very surprised when they heard Zhou Lian’s words. On the surface, they
were speaking for Wayne Lin, but in their tone of voice, they were gloating and gloating.

Indeed, when he was in school, Wayne Lin was the richest second generation in the
class. With good academic performance, I don’t know that many teenage classmates



have a crush on him. Even the class Hua Han Ruxin is in pairs with him. How many
male students are jealous!

If Wayne Lin is still so rich, then forget it, they are jealous and unhappy, and they dare
not show it, but they want to please Wayne Lin. But now, Wayne Lin is obviously in a
loss, and the mix is   very bad. Even if they ridicule and step on a foot, there will be no
consequences, so how can they let this opportunity to beat the dog in the water!

Wayne Lin took their actions in his eyes. To tell the truth, he was not angry or
humiliated, because he and these old classmates were no longer on the same level. He
only feels extremely disappointed now. He did not expect that the simple old classmates
of the past will become like this now. He had known it so long ago. He might as well not
come to the class reunion, and at least he could still keep the old classmates. beautiful
memories.

And when they saw Wayne Lin not speaking, they thought that Wayne Lin was right.
They were embarrassed. For a while, they ridiculed more vigorously.

“Wayne Lin, don’t be silent. Is what Zhou Lian said is true? You really came here in an
electric car, did you?” A fat male student walked over with a smirk. Said.

He used to be one of the people who had a crush on Han Ruxin, but he didn’t dare to
confess to Han Ruxin, let alone fight against Wayne Lin. He only dared to secretly hate
Wayne Lin. Now that he found an opportunity, let alone how excited he was.

Wayne Lin glanced at him lightly and said, “Zhu Bajie, are you gloating for misfortune?”

The corners of Zhu Bajie’s mouth twitched. His name was Zhu Jie. Because he was fat,
he was nicknamed Zhu Bajie. This is his dark history. Since he graduated, he became
the boss. No one has just called him like that. Unexpectedly, Wayne Lin dared to
mention it, he was so annoyed!

“Wayne Lin, you are fine for Lao Tzu. Lao Tzu’s name is Zhu Jie, not Zhu Bajie. Then
you call Lao Tzu Zhu Bajie. I am anxious to believe it or not!” Zhu Jie tore his face and
said fiercely. He hates it most. Others called him a pig.

However, Wayne Lin smiled and said, “I know Bajie.”



“You!!” Zhu Jie flushed with anger. He subconsciously wanted to beat Wayne Lin with
his hands, but immediately, he realized that Wayne Lin was a tall cow and a full head
taller than him. After drinking and playing with women in the past few years, he had
already hollowed out his body, and now it is the silver gun wax head, and Wayne Lin
must be the one who suffers.

So no matter how angry he was, he didn’t dare to take action. He could only hold back
obediently and shouted, “Poor ghost! You deserve to drive an electric car forever!”

For this jump

Joker Liang, Wayne Lin didn’t care at all, he was just disappointed that all the innocent
old classmates of the past have become like this.

He already had the idea of   leaving now, and he planned to say hello to Deng Kai, which
would be great.

Fortunately, Deng Kai has not changed, and he hasn’t looked down on him because he
is now’down and down’.

However, he looked around and didn’t see Deng Kai. Even Han Ruxin was not here,
which made him a little surprised. Didn’t Deng Kai and Han Ruxin come up first? Why
haven’t they seen anyone yet?

At this moment, he heard the sound of footsteps coming from outside, and then
accompanied by the welcoming sound of Miss Yingbin, he looked back and immediately
saw Deng Kai and Han Ruxin, walking under the embrace of several bodyguards. Come
in.

“Look, Han Ruxin is here!”

“Wow, President Han is indeed President Han. It is getting more and more beautiful
every year, like a star on TV. I don’t know who is so lucky to pursue President Han!”

“Nonsense, Han Ruxin is now the boss of several companies, with a net worth of one
billion. As for the super woman, the monthly maintenance costs are enough for us to
make a year! Can this be beautiful? “

“Yes, now in our class, the richest person is Mr. Han, right?”



Many classmates suddenly saw Han Ruxin’s eyes, especially those male classmates,
their eyes went straight, and they made no secret of their enthusiasm for Han Ruxin.

Dai Xinghuai couldn’t move his eyes even more, swallowing his saliva fiercely,
especially coveting Han Ruxin.

Wayne Lin looked at Han Ruxin faintly, without any surprises in her eyes. It is
undeniable that Han Ruxin is indeed quite beautiful and has a decent figure, but it is still
far behind the best products like Alma Chu and Tao Sanniang.

Especially in terms of temperament, Han Ruxin seemed a bit vulgar.

Originally, he was expecting to meet Han Ruxin again, but the performance downstairs
just now made him dispel this idea. Like many classmates, Han Ruxin has changed, not
the innocent little girl before.

Soon, these classmates took the initiative to greet Han Ruxin, all of them were flattering,
all kinds of flattering, licking Han Ruxin’s smelly feet.

Deng Kai, who was with Han Ruxin, was simply ignored. Those classmates didn’t even
bother to call him hello.

Deng Kai didn’t have any anger or discomfort. It seemed that he was used to this kind of
scene. He obediently left Han Ruxin. He took two steps. He saw Wayne Lin, his eyes
brightened, and he strode towards Wayne Lin. Pat Wayne Lin on the shoulder, and said:
“You kid, you came up so soon, I thought you would not find a way!”

Wayne Lin smiled, shifted his position, and said with a smile: “Didn’t you say it’s on the
13th floor, you can’t find this. Do you really treat me as a low energy?”

“Hahaha, I’m just kidding.” Deng Kai smiled heartily. He didn’t dislike Wayne Lin
because Wayne Lin was down. Instead, he saw Wayne Lin staring at Han Ruxin. What
he realized, he Deliberately said easily: “Hey, you were ridiculed by Dai Xinghuai just
now? Don’t worry about them, they are like this, their mouths are very cheap, in fact, the
people are not bad. This classmate meeting is also paid by a few of them. Yes, we don’t
need to spend money, so just let go of the stomach and eat, haha.”

Wayne Lin felt warm when he heard Deng Kai’s words, and wanted to say something.
At this time, Han Ruxin walked over here…



Chapter 664
It can be said that Han Ruxin is the focus of the audience, and her every move affects
the eyes of everyone present.

Deng Kai worked for Han Ruxin for many years, and he had a deep respect for Han
Ruxin. Now that Han Ruxin came, he immediately did not dare to lie down anymore. He
stood up quickly and called President Han respectfully to Han Ruxin.

Han Ruxin looked at Wayne Lin faintly, then smiled and said, “Wayne Lin, long time no
see.”

Everyone was surprised to see that Han Ruxin took the initiative to greet Wayne Lin.
According to their understanding, Han Ruxin was a very proud person, especially after
her successful career. And now Han Ruxin actually took the initiative to greet Wayne
Lin. This is too abnormal. Could it be that after so many years, Han Ruxin is still
unhappy with Wayne Lin?

Thinking of this, many people think that Wayne Lin is out of shit luck, and he is actually
favored by Han Ruxin. This is a blessing from cultivation in the last life!

Who doesn’t know that Han Ruxin is now the big boss, and she is beautiful and
beautiful, and if you marry Han Ruxin, you don’t have to worry in this life.

The male classmates on the spot were all ugly and full of jealousy. They were more or
less interesting to Han Ruxin. Seeing Han Ruxin and Wayne Lin intimately, they would
naturally be very jealous. If Wayne Lin is still the second generation of super rich, the
key is now that Wayne Lin is down, just a dog in the water, so why won Han Ruxin’s
favor!

Especially Dai Xinghuai, his face was even more ugly, and he clenched his fists,
particularly unhappy.

He has secretly loved Han Ruxin for many years, and he has been pursuing Han Ruxin,
but Han Ruxin has always looked down on him, leaving him very hurt and disappointed.

Wayne Lin stood up and said, “Yeah, it’s been a long time.”



When other male classmates face Han Ruxin, they will inevitably be nervous, excited,
and eager to express themselves, but Wayne Lin’s reaction is extremely flat, without
any restraint or excitement.

His reaction made Han Ruxin frown slightly and was uncomfortable. In her opinion, it
was Wayne Lin’s honor to greet Wayne Lin as her own initiative. Wayne Lin should be
flattered and be at a loss, not the current winds. Yun Dan!

However, Han Ruxin believes that Wayne Lin is just pretending to be calm and trying to
catch up. She can see more of this kind of tricks.

So she continued: “Listen to what you just said, you have opened a few companies, I
don’t know what field it is, we might be able to cooperate if you say it.”

With a smile on her face, but with obvious arrogance and ridicule on her expression,
she clearly did not believe that Wayne Lin had the ability to start several companies.

What kind of look did Wayne Lin look, and how could he fail to see what she meant,
smiled faintly, and said, “The gap between us is huge. I believe there will be no chance
of cooperation.”

What Wayne Lin said is the truth. With his current business empire, the cooperation that
he is talking about is more than tens of billions. Where can a small boss of Han Ruxin’s
level be able to reach?

However, Wayne Lin’s words fell in Han Ruxin’s ears, but they became a manifestation
of guilty conscience, making the smile on her face even more intense, “It’s okay. The
level is a lot worse, but as an old classmate, I am still willing to help you.”

When Han Ruxin said this, many people became jealous of Wayne Lin. What kind of
virtue Wayne Lin had accumulated in his previous life, he was able to win Han Ruxin’s
favor!

Dai Xinghuai can’t listen anymore

, He quickly walked out and said: “Ruxin, don’t tease Wayne Lin. Do you think he is like
a person who can afford to start a company? And he came to the classmate meeting
tonight by driving a small eDonkey. It is estimated that the monthly income is three or
four thousand yuan, haha.”



He said this very loudly, his expression was joking, but he was actually humiliating
Wayne Lin, making everyone present to laugh at it.

Han Ruxin also raised her mouth slightly, showing a smile.

Wayne Lin became more and more disappointed with them. I really didn’t expect that
the old classmates of the past would become like this squatter. He didn’t bother to pay
attention to them anymore, and said directly to Deng Kai: “Deng Kai, I have something
to do. ,We will keep in touch.”

Deng Kai was taken aback, and he said quickly: “Ah? You just came here, why are you
leaving? We have a show next, we have to go to the resort later.”

Wayne Lin shook his head and said, “No, I’m not interested in this. Let’s play.”

Everyone started to laugh when they heard what he said and achieved their goal.

A female classmate said: “Oh, Wayne Lin, we just made a joke with you, shouldn’t you
be so stingy?”

Another male student said: “Yes, everyone has been an old classmate for so many
years, and you have been missing for so many years, and you have not come to the
class reunion year after year. We just made a joke with you, and you are angry. It’s too
stingy!”

“Wayne Lin, are you like this? They are all people who are almost 30 years old, and the
measurement is still so small, so you can’t make money in society.”

“Isn’t it? You’re the’big boss’ who has opened several companies, don’t you have this
strength? Then I really want to wonder if you are really capable of starting a company,
haha. But what I said just now was just a joke. Don’t take it to heart. I definitely believe
that you have the ability to start a company. After all, you can register a company with
an ID card.”

They are more yin and yang weird than the other, just deliberately disgusting Wayne
Lin, that face is especially ugly.



Wayne Lin didn’t really matter when he heard it. He was used to it a long time ago.
Besides, he was already disappointed with this group of classmates. How could he be
affected? He ignored it.

But Deng Kai couldn’t stand it. In his opinion, Wayne Lin came to attend the class
reunion because of him. Originally he thought it was these class reunions. After seeing
Wayne Lin for so long, he would definitely welcome Wayne Lin very much.
Unexpectedly, it would be the scene like today, and Wayne Lin was actually used to
brush it off!

These guys, even if they hurt him in the past, he is indeed rubbish. After so many years,
he is still the driver of Han Ruxin. But Wayne Lin is different. Wayne Lin used to be a
super rich second-generation, and he is also a smart person. Now that he is down and
out, he is already uncomfortable. Even being mocked by these old classmates, he must
be even more uncomfortable!

So his face flushed, and he shouted loudly, “Hey! You guys, that’s enough! Yes, Wayne
Lin has indeed fallen for years, but is it necessary for you to harm him like this!
Everyone? I came out of a class! When I was in school, Wayne Lin took care of you all
the time. He often bought breakfast for you, fruits, snacks, each of you had a lot! And
you, Dai Xinghuai, you offended that time The sting of Class 3, it was not Wayne Lin
who came forward. You were beaten into a dog long ago! Now that you have money,
you have turned to mock Wayne Lin? Are you still a human!”

Deng Kai is particularly excited. He has been very unsatisfactory over the years. He
bent over to live his life. Others humiliated him. He can still bear it, because he knows
he is useless, but other people humiliate his good friends. He can’t just sit back and
watch. Management!

Chapter 665
Deng Kai was so excited now, his whole body burst out, his entire face flushed, and he
looked very scary.

And he really scared many people, because he has been a humble existence over the
years. Although he was in the same class, he was Han Ruxin’s driver. Over time,
everyone didn’t take him seriously and thought He is just a driver, and they are not of
the same level.



In addition, Deng Kai is indeed very humble. He usually helps in class meetings.
Everyone is accustomed to his inferiority. He did not expect that he would have an
explosion and he dared to yell at them.

And Wayne Lin was also stunned, looking at Deng Kai blankly. To be honest, he was
still very moved.

The same old classmates, but the difference between Deng Kai and Dai Xinghuai is
really too big. It can be said that Deng Kai has not changed at all. Wayne Lin is also a
person who has been rolling in the society. He deeply understands that if you want to
maintain the self, What a difficult thing.

Wayne Lin looked at Deng Kai deeply and made a decision in his heart that he must
help this old classmate well.

However, Deng Kai’s words made them all angry. Dai Xinghuai took the stage and
stared at Deng Kai angrily, yelling: “Deng Kai! You are f*cking looking for death! You, a
little man, dare to scold us, you I am impatient to live, right?”

Another female classmate said: “Deng Kai, what do you mean, do you dare to teach us?
You don’t pee, just take your own decay. What qualifications do you have to teach us?
You can’t make the money I earned in a month! You are simply a shame to our class. If
it weren’t for Mr. Han’s face, do you really think you’re really qualified to join the class
reunion, huh!”

“That’s right, this kind of person is really without self-knowledge at all. No wonder he
has been a driver for others all his life! If it weren’t for Mr. Han’s kindness to keep you as
a driver, you’re afraid you won’t even be able to find a job. Wayne Lin’s same waste!”

“What do you stare at, you are wrong? Also, you dare to curse in front of President Han,
your feelings are to curse President Han too!? Well, you are really brave enough, even
President Han dares to curse. “

They all started to attack Deng Kai one by one, directly treating Deng Kai as an enemy.

Han Ruxin also looked at him coldly, looking badly, as if angry.



Deng Kai was very hot at first, but he was stared at by Han Ruxin’s eyes, and
immediately started to persuade him. After a few years, he was really afraid of Han
Ruxin, and he was instinctively in awe, “I, I just told Wayne Lin Just a fair word.”

Dai Xinghuai immediately caught the opportunity, took a step forward, pointed to Deng
Kai’s nose, and cursed: “What are you, and you dare to say that you are fair. Don’t you
put Ruxin in your eyes? Remember, you work for Ruxin. If Ruxin didn’t pay you every
month, you wouldn’t even be as good as a dog!”

When Deng Kai heard this, his face turned dark, and he was particularly angry. A
stomach of fire poured into his face, clenched his fists, and stared at Dai Xinghuai, with
a strong desire to beat Dai Xinghuai!

However, he did not dare, because Dai Xinghuai was right. Han Ruxin was indeed his
boss. If Han Ruxin hadn’t paid him, he would not find such a high-paying job outside. In
today’s society, there is no money. That’s even worse than a dog!

He is not alone now. He is married and has a family to support.

So even if he has a strong urge to beat Dai Xinghuai, he dare not do it, because he
knows that once he does it, Han Ruxin will definitely be very angry, and the
consequence of Han Ruxin being angry is to copy him. Not what he can afford.

He can only hold back tightly.

Dai Xinghuai saw him like this, especially desperately, and said, “Apologize to us.”

“Yes, apologize to us!”

“Deng Kai, you fellow, you have offended us and must apologize to us.”

“Yes, apologies!”

The other students all began to agree and strongly ordered Deng Kai to apologize.

Deng Kai gritted his teeth and said, “I didn’t say anything wrong, why should I apologize,
you…”

At this moment, Han Ruxin interrupted him and said coldly: “Deng Kai, apologize.”



When Deng Kai heard this, his body shook severely, gritted his teeth tightly, lowered his
head, particularly unwilling, and particularly humiliating, asking him to apologize in front
of so many classmates, then his dignity , It’s really sweeping!

However, Han Ruxin has already spoken, if he does not apologize, Han Ruxin will really
fire him!

The worst part is that he still has half a month’s salary, which is held by Han Ruxin. If he
is fired by Han Ruxin now, then the money will not be available. Anyway, this is tens of
thousands of yuan. .

“I…” Deng Kai raised his head, looking at Han Ruxin with pleading eyes, and said in a
begging tone: “Mr. Han, I just said casually. I didn’t mean to be disrespectful to you…”

However, Han Ruxin would not pity him at all, and said coldly again: “I don’t have much
patience, I will give you one last chance.”

Deng Kai was completely panicked now. His heart was extremely suffocated and
painful. He used to be a very bloody person, but over the years, he has been smoothed
out by life, and his straight waist has also been compromised. Up!

He took a deep breath and could only lower his head and apologize…

Just when he was about to speak, Wayne Lin put his shoulders on his shoulders, his
eyes revealed profoundly and said: “Deng Kai, don’t apologize, you didn’t say anything
wrong, it was them.”

Deng Kai trembled slightly and looked up at Wayne Lin, with a reluctant smile, and said,
“It’s okay, just apologize. I’m okay. Wayne, I’m sorry, I didn’t expect this to happen. “

Wayne Lin looked at him and said, “Deng Kai, if I tell you that I am rich, richer than you
think, I can make you a master with one word, even Han Ruxin will rely on you. Sniff,
would you believe it?”

“Huh?” Deng Kai was stunned when he heard this. The first reaction was that Wayne
Lin was joking, and the second reaction was that Wayne Lin had a mental problem.
Otherwise, how could he say such a thing? What?



Just ask, would a person with so much energy wear such shabby clothes and ride a
small electric donkey all day?

“Puff!”

Immediately someone couldn’t help but laughed, “Oh, then you are really awesome!
Wouldn’t you say that you are the richest man in Province G?”

“Hahaha, I’m so laughing, I see too many bragging people, it’s the first time I’ve seen it
like this.”

“This is not bragging, this is crazy, there is a mental problem.”

Han Ruxin also laughed, making no secret of her contempt for Wayne Lin. She is so
happy now that she can finally raise her eyebrows well in front of Wayne Lin! She
wanted Wayne Lin to know that rejecting her back then was the worst decision Wayne
Lin had ever made in his life!

Chapter 666
Facing the ridicule of these old classmates, Wayne Lin remained motionless, he just
stared at Deng Kai indifferently, waiting for Deng Kai’s answer.

Deng Kai was stunned at this time. His reason told him that it was impossible, but
emotionally, he was willing to believe that it was true. Although Wayne Lin looked
ordinary now, his eyes revealed Confidence made him intuitively believe it.

After such a delay, Han Ruxin became dissatisfied, her face turned dark, and she said
directly to Deng Kai: “It seems that you don’t see me in your eyes, okay, starting today,
you have been fired! I want to see if Wayne Lin can really make you a master!”

Deng Kai immediately shook his whole body and began to panic, and said quickly: “Mr.
Han, don’t fire me. I was just impulsive. I definitely didn’t mean to offend you!”

Han Ruxin snorted heavily, and said, “On the spur of the moment? I think you were so
arrogant just now that you even scolded me! It seems that your wings are hard now, and
I didn’t even look at it. It was true just now. My dream is to step on my head and be a



master! Okay, then you can be a master with Wayne Lin! I want to see if you leave me,
can you find a high-paying job!”

Now Han Ruxin showed a vicious side, destroying her image of a goddess.

Deng Kai continued pleadingly and said: “Mr. Han, you have been wronged. I have been
your driver for so many years. You also know what I am. Why would you want to step on
your head? This is a misunderstanding! For the sake of old classmates, don’t fire me. I
still have a family to support and I can’t lose this job.”

Deng Kai begged hard now that safety is the bitterness of a middle-aged man. Wayne
Lin was quite uncomfortable. He didn’t expect that Deng Kai was so miserable after so
many years, and Han Ruxin was too unkind.

The other classmates were gloating, the smiles on their faces did not hide.

“Oh, Deng Kai, didn’t you just scold it fiercely, why are you misfired now!”

“Deng Kai, you are so kind, let me show you another arrogant one!”

Facing the ridicule of so many people, Deng Kai was extremely difficult to accept, but he
did not dare to refute it like just now. No way, his spine had been crushed by life, and
there was really no capital to refute it.

Deng Kai continued pleadingly and said, “Mr. Han, give me another chance, can you
please, please.”

Han Ruxin snorted and said, “It’s no use begging me. These classmates can forgive you
and I can keep you.”

Deng Kai had no choice but to look at other classmates. Dai Xinghuai immediately
stood up and said: “Well, Deng Kai, we won’t make things difficult for you. This incident
was caused by Wayne Lin. You used to slap Wayne Lin, so forget about it. You are still
our good classmate.”

Others also echoed: “Yes, we are pretty good at talking. If you can’t do this, it means
you have no sincerity and didn’t put President Han in the eyes.”

They babbled and urged Deng Kai to fight Wayne Lin, so they were willing to let him go.



Deng Kai was annoyed again. Wayne Lin clearly did nothing wrong. He slapped Wayne
Lin. What happened to him? Is he a villain who sells his friends for glory? Besides, he
called Wayne Lin over, and he couldn’t help Wayne Lin. He couldn’t do this kind of thing.

So he said to Han Ruxin: “Mr. Han, why don’t you deduct my salary for two months, just
because I still have half a year’s salary unpaid, you only need to pay me four months’
salary.”

This is Deng Kai’s biggest concession. Two months’ salary is more than 10,000!

However, Han Ruxin’s face was cold again, and she said, “Okay, you are sentimental
and righteous, then you go away. From today, don’t be fired. You don’t want the
half-year salary!”

“Mr. Han!” Deng Kai panicked immediately. His half-year salary was used to maintain
the family.

If Han Ruxun doesn’t send it to him, what will he do to support his family?

Just when he was so excited that he wanted to beg for mercy even more quietly, a big
hand pressed his shoulder, “Deng Kai, you don’t need to beg her, she will beg you
soon.”

It was Wayne Lin, he said this to Deng Kai very seriously.

When Deng Kai heard this, his scalp became even more numb, and he reluctantly said:
“Brother, don’t do anything wrong. To be honest, my family is very difficult now. This
salary is my only way out.”

Han Ruxin was watching coldly, she wanted to see, what Wayne Lin could say!

Wayne Lin said: “I know, so I told you just now that I am rich, richer than you think. I can
make you a master with one word. It’s not a joke.”

Deng Kai didn’t believe it. Instead, he showed a worried expression on his face. He
reached out and touched Wayne Lin’s forehead and said in a low voice, “Are you okay?”

Wayne Lin said helplessly: “I really didn’t lie to you. If you don’t believe me, I will take
you to my company tomorrow, and you will know.”



Deng Kai became more worried, thinking that Wayne Lin must have been hit hard,
causing some mental disorders.

All of Dai Xinghuai’s classmates laughed loudly, thinking that Wayne Lin was a clown
and was making them laugh.

Han Ruxin shook her head, and she said directly to Wayne Lin: “Wayne Lin, I still have
a little hope for you, but now it seems that I think too much.”

Her tone was full of superiority and contempt for Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin has tolerated her for a long time, but she embarrassed Deng Kai just now,
and Wayne Lin’s impression of her has dropped to a freezing point, “Han Ruxin, you
have only made a little achievement. As for being so terrible, do you make things
difficult for Deng Kai? So, let’s not say that Deng Kai is your old classmate. Anyway,
Deng Kai helped you a lot by working for a few years.”

Han Ruxin’s expression immediately turned cold, she stepped forward and said with a
sneer: “Hehe! A little achievement? Wayne Lin, you failed waste, dare to speak up in
front of me? What a big joke!”

Dai Xinghuai was the first to defend Han Ruxin, pointing at Wayne Lin and cursing:
“What is a little achievement, Wayne Lin, you have the face to say this when driving a
battery car. Do you know how much Han President’s wealth is now? Ten 100 million,
more than one billion, under his five companies, involving clothing, real estate, finance!
And you, what kind of thing, in front of President Han, you are just rubbish!”

The other students also hurriedly came out to agree, degrading Wayne Lin as worthless.
Wayne Lin laughed at the time, thinking that these people were frogs at the bottom of
the well.

He said directly to Deng Kai: “Deng Kai, let’s go, I will make you a master tomorrow.”

Deng Kai sighed heavily. In this situation, he couldn’t stay any longer. He shook his
head and left with Wayne Lin dejectedly.

However, at this moment, Han Ruxin spoke and stopped Wayne Lin: “Stop!”

“Is there anything else?” Wayne Lin turned around indifferently.



Han Ruxin stared at him and said, “Wayne Lin, do you know why I agreed to let you
come to tonight’s classmate meeting? That’s because I want to tell you personally that
in the third year of junior high, you refused my confession. The worst decision in my life!
Fortunately, your refusal made me feel strong, and through hard work and talent, I
achieved today’s results! And you, in the end, are just a waste, even a car can’t even
drive a waste!”

After she said this, she felt comfortable. After waiting so long tonight, she was waiting
for this moment.

After hearing this, the others were very surprised. They didn’t expect Han Ruxin and
Wayne Lin to refuse. Now think about it, Wayne Lin is a Shabi, and he actually rejected
Han Ruxin. Now he must regret that his bowels are blue!

Especially Dai Xinghuai, he couldn’t help laughing.

Chapter 667
After Han Ruxin finished speaking, she waited to see Wayne Lin become angry and
regretful.

But she was disappointed. Wayne Lin didn’t have any expression on her face, as if she
didn’t care at all. This made her very upset. In her opinion, Wayne Lin’s reaction would
definitely be fierce, even begging for her forgiveness.

“So you let me attend the class reunion tonight, just to tell me this, waiting to see how I
regret it?” Wayne Lin sneered and said disdainfully.

Han Ruxin snorted heavily. She especially hated Wayne Lin’s appearance. She was
definitely beating her swollen face and filling her fat man. She obviously regretted it too
much. She pretended to be indifferent on the surface!

“Wayne Lin, you don’t have to pretend, you must regret it in your heart now!” Han Ruxin
said wantonly.

Wayne Lin smiled and said, “Why should I regret it?”



“I know you will be stiff, but it doesn’t matter, I don’t care anymore, I will tell you now, I
am no longer the fragile little girl I used to be! I now hold five companies, one of which
will be listed soon Now, I have a net worth of over one billion, and I will never spend it all
in this life, and you are just a loser in life.” Han Ruxin said proudly.

Wayne Lin sneered again, “I’m sorry, I let you down. I am not a failure of life. In fact,
your billion-dollar net worth is not worth mentioning in my eyes.”

“Hahahaha!” Han Ruxin laughed out loud as if she heard a big joke, “Wayne Lin, I see a
lot of hard-mouthed people, but this is the first time I have seen you with a
hard-mouthed mouth.”

Wayne Lin looked at Han Ruxin, shook his head, and said, “Han Ruxin, you let me
down, so please do it yourself.”

Han Ruxin was particularly upset with his appearance and scolded: “You stop me!”

Wayne Lin ignored him and led Deng Kai on. Han Ruxin was even more angry when
seeing Wayne Lin daring to ignore her. She shouted, “Stop him for me.”

Dai Xinghuai’s dog-legged people immediately caught up to stop Wayne Lin, but Deng
Kai picked up the wine bottle on the table casually and stared at them. He immediately
frightened them and did not dare to act rashly.

Han Ruxin was very angry. At this moment, a few people walked in from the outside,
looked at the imposing manner, and knew it was a big man at first glance. Among them,
the man in the middle looked at his early thirties. An iron and blood gas.

After they came in, the powerful momentum suppressed many people, and Han Ruxin
saw the man in the middle, her eyes lit up, she showed a joyful smile, and quickly went
up and said: “Mr. Cao, you are here, great. .”

Mr. Cao is very energetic, and between his eyebrows, there is an arrogance of looking
at the world. It seems that all people in the world are not in his eyes. That is, when
facing Han Ruxin, he also showed some smiles, “Han Miss, I’m sorry, I’m late, I didn’t
make you wait for a long time?”

“No, no.” Han Ruxin walked to him quickly, showing some shy expressions, her beautiful
eyes were affectionate, and she was obviously interested in this Mr. Cao.



When Dai Xinghuai saw this scene, his face dimmed. He still couldn’t tell that Mr. Cao
was a big man and had an affair with Han Ruxin. From this point of view, he had no
chance.

Mr. Cao looked at Han Ruxin, his eyes flashed a little fiery, smiled, and said, “Are these
your classmates, Miss Han? They are indeed dragons and phoenixes.”

Han Ruxin immediately

The introduction said: “Come on, let me introduce you to everyone. This is Mr. Cao. Mr.
Cao is a nobleman in the army. Even the Lord of the City, in front of Mr. Cao, must be
respectful.”

Hearing this, everyone was surprised, and the eyes looking at Mr. Cao became more
respectful and awed.

Mr. Cao was particularly proud and waved his hand and said, “Cao is just serving the
people, and he is no different from everyone.”

By chance, Han Ruxin realized that Cao Jun was the person with the highest status in
her contacts, and she was still so young and single. She had already moved her mind to
see if she could hook up with this big man!

Over there, Wayne Lin was slightly delayed because of the arrival of this Mr. Cao. Now
he continues to move forward and was discovered by Han Ruxin. He immediately
pointed to him and said, “Mr. Cao! Please do me a favor. This person just humiliated
him. Because he bullied me is a female generation, I can’t do anything with him. Now he
has bullied me and has to leave. He also asked Mr. Cao to help the young woman get
justice.”

“What?” When Cao Jun heard this, his face suddenly changed, his eyes looked at
Wayne Lin like electricity, a powerful aura radiated from him, and he yelled: “Where is
the little deflated? Three, dare to be rude to Miss Han and stop for me!”

His majesty was so great that for ordinary people, it was as heavy as a mountain.
Facing his intimidation, Deng Kai instantly paled with fright, stopped in place and did not
dare to move.

He even made his legs tremble in fright, especially unbearable.



Wayne Lin frowned slightly, thinking that Han Ruxin was also an old classmate. He
didn’t want to know Han Ruxin as much as he did, but Han Ruxin didn’t appreciate it,
but he had to make an inch.

“What do you want?” Wayne Lin stopped and asked Han Ruxin.

Seeing Wayne Lin’s fear, Han Ruxin smiled triumphantly and said, “I want you to kneel
down and apologize.”

Wayne Lin said with a calm face: “Han Ruxin, you are too much.”

“Excessive?” Han Ruxin sneered: “When you ruthlessly rejected me, why didn’t you say
too much! Do you know how sad I was back then! I know you look down on my
background and feel that my family has no money and is not worthy of it You rich
second generation! But can you play with my feelings wantonly? You don’t have this
right!”

Han Ruxin was completely distorted, Wayne Lin didn’t bother to pay attention to her
anymore, turned and left.

However, Han Ruxin obviously would not let him go, let Cao Jun go out, stop Wayne
Lin, and insist that Wayne Lin kneel down and apologize to him.

Wayne Lin’s eyes flashed coldly, his patience was limited, Han Ruxin made things
difficult for him again and again, and he would not wait to die.

“Presumptuous, a mere citizen, dare to be arrogant, I think you are impatient!” Cao Jun
waved his hand and ordered his subordinates to violently take Wayne Lin down.

Wayne Lin’s eyes became colder now, and with a cold snort, he shot directly, and put
these men down in three or two.

“I said you dare to be so arrogant. It turns out that you are still a practitioner. It seems
that I was the only one who took the action!” Cao Jun flexed his hands, took off his
jacket, and wanted to attack Wayne Lin. He is the best at the peak of the day after
tomorrow. Wayne Lin cannot be seen. For his strength, he thought he would be able to
take Wayne Lin down.



However, at this moment, more than a dozen people walked in quickly from the door.
One of them, a middle-aged man in military uniform, saw that Cao Jun was about to
attack Wayne Lin. He brows and yelled, “Cao Jun, you are dead. Ah, who gave you the
courage to attack Instructor Lin!”

Chapter 668
Cao Jun was about to take action against Wayne Lin, but when he heard the violent
shout, he was shocked and his whole body shook. When he looked up and saw the
person coming, he was even more surprised and blurted out: “Lieutenant! You! Why is it
here?!”

At this time, Cao Jun was extremely surprised. This is his immediate boss, who is far
above him. How can he appear in such a civilian place?

And most importantly, those who were with the school lieutenant were also big men of
not low level, and every level was higher than him.

Cao Jun immediately realized that something major had happened?

Do these superiors think he is here? Was it the dirty things he did that were discovered?
However, it is also very unlikely. Even if he was indeed discovered, it wouldn’t be
enough for so many superiors to show up to grab him.

Besides, those dirty things about him are not particularly serious. At most, they are
punished. How can they not send out so many big people all at once.

The other people in the banquet hall became even more anxious when they saw this
group of big people coming. Don’t look at them being so arrogant in front of Deng Kai
and Wayne Lin, but in fact, they are just ordinary people, big people at this level. Before
it’s full, it’s not enough to see, just like ants!

And Han Ruxin is also nervous now, although she is not as panicked as Dai Xinghuai
and theirs, but now her heartbeat is beating very fast.

Because she knew how high Cao Jun’s status was, and now these big figures are
obviously still Cao Jun’s superiors, what level must they be? She couldn’t believe it.



At the same time, she was also excited. Maybe, she could meet these big people, as
long as they could get a relationship, then she would just take off.

The group of people walked over quickly and gave Cao Jun a fierce look. Cao Jun saw
this battle, his mood became even more nervous, and his heartbeat was almost too fast.

However, just when he thought the lieutenant would greet him, a scene he never
expected appeared. He saw the lieutenant walk up to Wayne Lin and said respectfully:
“Instructor Lin, the military god wants to see you.”

Hearing the word “Military God”, Cao Jun’s brain exploded immediately, and his whole
person was stupid!

As a member of the army, he knows very well what the word military god means, that is
the supreme existence of the three armies, and is also one of the souls of China! He
has been in the military for so long, and he has only heard of the military god’s name,
and has never seen the military god, but now, a dozen or so senior captains are coming
to invite the man in front of him?

So what is the identity of this man?

Cao Jun didn’t dare to think anymore.

Thinking that he even scolded others for being a little vulgar, and dared to be rude to
them, he was now too frightened, cold sweat was streaming down.

As for Han Ruxin, she is dumbfounded now, and she can’t recover for a long time. With
her brain circuit, she can’t figure out why this happened.

This is Cao Jun’s superior, it means he is a super big man, and now he invites Wayne
Lin in such a low profile? Who is Wayne Lin? This is not scientific!

Not only her, but so many classmates in the banquet hall are also dumbfounded and
completely confused, which can be said to have completely subverted their cognition. At
their level,

I can’t even imagine why this happened.



Wayne Lin had already sensed the appearance of these dozens of people, so he was
not surprised at all. What he was surprised was that the person who wanted to see him
was actually a soldier.

He had already heard of the military god. He was the head of the three armies and the
patron saint of China. His identity could be said to be extremely detached. Wayne Lin
guessed that the military god’s cultivation level must have broken through to the point
that King Kong is not broken. .

However, in any case, the military god will send someone to invite him instead of
arresting him, which is already showing his attitude.

He is not the kind of person who doesn’t know what is good or bad. Legends like the
military god have given him face, naturally he will not hold it, and immediately smiled
and said: “Since it is the invitation of the military god, then Lin will definitely not refuse.
However, this Mr. Cao, ordered me not to leave, and grabbed me personally…”

When he stopped here, his expression was already obvious.

At the moment, Cao Jun’s face paled after hearing this, and his feet were trembling in
fright. This is a great power that allows the military god to send someone to invite him.
How can a small person like him be offended.

The captain didn’t know what Wayne Lin meant. He also saw Cao Jun’s actions just
now. He kicked Cao Jun and cursed, “Cao Jun! You are so brave, even Instructor Lin
dare to offend him. I think you are living impatiently! Instructor Lin is a strong man of
Dzogchen in the innate realm. If he blows his breath, you will be wiped out! I dare not
confess to Instructor Lin quickly!”

“What? Congenital Realm Great Perfection…” Cao Jun was really scared when he
heard this. He was rude to such a pinnacle power just now. Isn’t this looking for death!

Where is his dignity now, he ran over quickly, bowed his head and apologized to Wayne
Lin, begging Wayne Lin for forgiveness.

Wayne Lin originally didn’t want to be familiar with such a small person. With Cao Jun’s
superior, he didn’t look at the monk’s face but also at the Buddha’s face, so he just
waved his hand.



Then he looked at Han Ruxin one last time, and followed them directly.

After they were gone, the whole audience was silent, and no one could speak…

After a long time, Cao Jun determined that Wayne Lin and the others had left, then
turned around and yelled at Han Ruxin furiously, “The surname Han, you are so
courageous, how dare you be rude to instructor Lin, I almost got you Tired!”

Han Ruxin trembled all over, Cao Jun’s majesty was like a mountain, which made her
pale and trembling, “I, I don’t know him…”

Cao Jun interrupted him and said threateningly: “I warn you, instructor Lin is a big man
among the big men. Even the Lord Military God has sent a school lieutenant to invite
him. You can weigh it yourself! I advise you to find a chance and ask Lin obediently. The
instructor admits his mistake and apologizes, otherwise, instructor Lin just breathe out
and you will be wiped out!”

After saying this, Cao Jun also left in strides.

Han Ruxin was left there, her face pale and panicked. But more, she is full of doubts
and incomprehension, Wayne Lin, isn’t she down? Why can you change yourself and
become a super man!

Not only him, but Dai Xinghuai and the others were also in all kinds of panic. Just now
they did not shame Wayne Lin. If Wayne Lin really wanted to teach them, then they
would be finished.

Some cowardly people even cried out of fright.

Chapter 669
“Why, don’t you recognize me?”

After coming out, Wayne Lin saw that Deng Kai was still out of mind and doubting his
life, he smiled and said.



Deng Kai slowly recovered his senses, swallowed heavily, and looked at Wayne Lin.
The expression in his eyes seemed to have met Wayne Lin for the first time, “You, who
are you?”

He asked this sentence, he really felt that Wayne Lin was too strange now, not the
Wayne Lin he knew.

Wayne Lin laughed haha   and said, “I am naturally your junior high school classmate,
Wayne Lin.”

“But you…” Deng Kai’s mind was still messed up, and from his cognition, it was hard to
digest.

Wayne Lin said: “Okay, let’s do this tonight. You go home now and have a good sleep. I
will find you tomorrow. Then you will know who I am.”

Deng Kai’s mouth moved. He originally had a lot of things to ask Wayne Lin, but he saw
more than a dozen big people next to him. Everyone exuded a frightening atmosphere,
which was especially scary. He stayed in the middle. , I feel pressured.

He nodded heavily and said, “Okay, then I’ll go back first.”

“Well, go ahead.”

Deng Kai looked back at Wayne Lin in three steps, and his mood was indeed very
uneasy now.

After he left, the captain said: “Instructor Lin, before I have time to introduce you, my
name is Xie Boming. I am a captain under the seat of military god.”

Wayne Lin clasped his fist and said, “It turned out to be Xie Xiaowei.

Then a dozen other people also greeted Wayne Lin separately and reported their
names. Wayne Lin was also surprised when he heard that, all of them were not low in
the army.

And now more than a dozen people came to invite him together, it can be said to give
him enough face!



Originally, Wayne Lin was very calm, thinking that he has now reached the innate realm
of Dzogchen. As long as there is no treason, then he is a rare genius for China and will
not punish him too much.

But now, the Army God has sent so many high-profile big men to receive him, which
makes him a little suspicious. Is the Army God disarming him?

But anyway, I have reached this point and can only continue to go down.

He believed that the military god would not embarrass him.

This time, more is to see if his heart is in the country!

The military god is not in Hwadrid, but in Yandu, and he will be there in a few hours by
helicopter.

This is Wayne Lin’s first time in the capital, and he is still quite looking forward to it.

As soon as he arrived in Yandu, Wayne Lin felt a majestic dragon veins, and the entire
Yandu pattern was like a creeping oriental dragon, gradually waking up, and it would
soon take off. Disregard the world.

This is not metaphysics, but national destiny, ordinary people can’t see it, but when you
reach Wayne Lin’s realm, you can clearly feel it.

Moreover, Wayne Lin also felt that in Yandu, there was a strong aura, which was tightly
integrated with the entire Yan, like the eyes of a giant dragon.

Wayne Lin knew that this breath must come from the army god.

After flying for a while, I arrived in front of a huge courtyard and landed.

“Instructor Lin, here, the old man of the military god is inside.” said the school lieutenant
Xie Boming.

Wayne Lin nodded, smiled and said: “More

Thank you brothers. “



“Instructor Lin is polite. This is our duty.” Xie Boming said. Along the way, they chatted
with Wayne Lin and became more and more fond of Wayne Lin. They found that Wayne
Lin was a very calm young man and could not see a trace at all. Impetuous and
swelling.

The yard in front of me was huge, with a total area of   tens of thousands of square
meters. It was very old. Wayne Lin probably took a look at it. This yard is at least 50
years old.

On the plane, Wayne Lin could still feel the strong breath of Yan Yan, but he couldn’t
feel it when he got here. In his perception, this courtyard didn’t have the breath of a
strong person who didn’t harm King Kong, but the breath of more than 30 masters of the
innate realm.

But Wayne Lin knew that the army god was definitely inside.

This shows that the realm of the military god exceeds him too much, so he can’t
perceive it.

The legendary King Kong is not bad, Wayne Lin’s mood can’t stop getting excited!

Don’t look at this yard for a long time, but both the layout and feng shui are very good.
At first glance, it was designed by an expert. If ordinary people live in it for a long time,
the fortune will gradually improve.

Wayne Lin walked in all the way, feeling more and more that the aura inside.

He was even a little nervous at the beginning, he knew that this was the pressure
brought by the military god.

However, he quickly adjusted his mentality, recovered his calm, and strode inside.

Xie Boming walked in first and respectfully said to the inside: “Military God, instructor
Lin has already arrived.”

Soon, a calm voice came from inside, “Come in.”

“Instructor Lin, the god of war will let you in.”



Wayne Lin nodded, then strode in.

As soon as he entered, the first thing that caught his eye was more than 30 masters of
the Innate Realm, and several of them were still in the fourth stage. Wayne Lin felt a
huge pressure as soon as he came in, like a mountain pressing on him.

Even if he is the Great Perfection of the Innate Realm, he will still feel tremendous
pressure when facing more than 30 masters of the Inborn Realm.

If these thirty-odd Innate Realm opponents attacked him, then he was definitely not low,
even if he could kill more than half, he would have to drink hate.

Not to mention, there is the invincible existence of the military god.

The second thing I saw was that there were two men playing Go in the yard. One of
them looked older and more than sixty years old, and the other looked much younger,
only forty years old.

Wayne Lin knew that this middle-aged man was a military god, and the age of the
military god was definitely not as young as he looked, at least sixty or seventy!

At the moment of seeing the military god, as if seeing a black hole, Wayne Lin’s eyes
were all sucked in!

In an instant, even the light was lost, and everything in the world disappeared, leaving
only the gentle-looking man in front of him.

In Wayne Lin’s perception, the army god is like a black hole, able to absorb everything
around him, even Wayne Lin can’t see through him at all.

The old man opposite the military god is not angry and prestigious. He looks very
energetic. Although he is over sixty years old, he is in a particularly good state of mind.
He has a lot of extravagance and he knows that he is of high authority. Big shot.

Wayne Lin is a wise man. He quickly guessed that the scene in front of him was 80 to
90%. This old man should be on the top.

“Subordinate Wayne Lin, see Army God, see Shangfeng.” Wayne Lin clasped his fist.



Chapter 670
What he said was neither humble nor overbearing, and he didn’t panic because the man
in front of him was a military god and Shangfeng. If nothing else, his calmness had
already gained the appreciation of Cary Road and Shangguan’s stalwart.

Cary looked up at him, showing a faint smile, and said: “Can you play chess?”

Wayne Lin said, “I know a little bit.”

Cary said: “What about a round?”

To be honest, when Wayne Lin came, he thought about many possibilities, including the
army god would directly attack him, even his aggressiveness to kill him, but he did not
expect that the army god would be so polite to him. Like a spring breeze. Even
Shangfeng was very polite to him, as if he had met an old friend as kind.

Wayne Lin didn’t hesitate any more. He had already achieved the same level of form
and appearance when he reached his level. He also smiled and said, “Since the military
god has invited him, it is better to respect his fate.”

Shangguan Wei’an took the initiative to give up his seat and sat down for Wayne Lin,
and said with a smile: “Instructor Lin, it’s up to you to win the battle. This old bone of
mine was killed by him.”

After finishing speaking, Shangguan Wei’an also patted Wayne Lin on the shoulder,
seeming to have high hopes for Wayne Lin.

Although Wayne Lin had never seen the old man in front of him, Wayne Lin had
guessed from the nun temperament of the other party that this must be a very
distinguished person. Think about it, too, what’s the difference between those who can
play chess with the military god?

Now Wayne Lin sat down, facing the military god, he immediately felt a wave of
slaughter and iron blood, and even from Wayne Lin’s ear, he suddenly heard the sound
of ten thousand horses galloping and thousands of army fighting!



Wayne Lin was awe-inspiring. He knew very well that this was the god of war. His aura
was too strong and directly affected his spirit. This is a terrifying thing. You know, he is a
master of Innate Realm Great Perfection!

They are the few people standing on the entire pyramid of human civilization, and they
still appear so immature in front of the military god.

It seems that the gap between the innate realm and the undamaged King Kong is even
greater than he imagined!

Fortunately, Wayne Lin was not affected too much. He was almost back to normal in just
one breath, with a calm smile on his face, and said, “Military god, please.”

When the military god saw that he could return to normal so quickly, some appreciation
flashed in his eyes, and he secretly nodded, admiring Wayne Lin more and more.

He saw too many young men with extraordinary talents, but he saw him for the first time
since he was so calm and calm beyond his age like Wayne Lin. After all, most geniuses
are arrogant and arrogant. After achieving results, their mentality is often easy to
expand, but Wayne Lin does not have this characteristic, which is a rare thing.

“Instructor Lin, please.” The military god also smiled, and then signaled that Wayne Lin
was the guest and settled first.

Wayne Lin was not polite either, because he knew that Junshen’s chess skills must be
very high, even better than professional players! Because the higher the cultivation
level, the higher the degree of brain development. In theory, the diamond body is not
bad, and the degree of brain development is at least 50%.

And he only reached 30%.

Wayne Lin took Bai Zi and fell quickly, his mentality quickly calmed down, and he
focused on playing chess with the military god.

The army god can concentrate on seeing him at this level, and some appreciation
flashes invisibly in his eyes. He has no ink marks either.

The upper also pinched the sunspot and started to fall.



Go is not unfamiliar to Wayne Lin. When he was young, he played almost every day. His
chess skills were quite high and he had reached a professional level.

But after he joined the Chu family, he almost never played. At most, he played a few
games online in the office of Ziqiong Media in his leisure time. He found that the
so-called masters on the Internet were of average level, not at all. His opponent, he just
lost interest and didn’t play anymore.

So he hasn’t played for a long time. Logically speaking, his chess skills will definitely be
unfamiliar, but for him, there is almost no such problem, because he is a master of
Dzogchen in the congenital realm. People are not a concept.

At the beginning, their moves were very quick, and in only two minutes, half of the
pieces had been dropped on the chessboard.

Because their speed was too fast, the people next to him were overwhelmed and called
out to be abnormal. Especially for Shangguan Wei An, it was beyond his reaction. I had
to sigh with emotion that both Wayne Lin and the military god are abnormal.

However, no matter how fast their brains are running, there is always a limit. From now
on, their speeds have slowly slowed down, especially Wayne Lin, his brows frowned
unconsciously.

In fact, Wayne Lin’s brain is already calculating since the first white child dropped. It
takes dozens of steps to take one step. He said without exaggeration that even the
most advanced artificial intelligence at the moment may not necessarily The next one
wins him.

However, as he walked, he still found that he had not been a military god, and
unknowingly, he had fallen into a disadvantage.

Moreover, the military god’s style is particularly fierce, like a long sword, straight into his
city!

Every step the Army God takes is full of slaughter air, and it also carries the national
fortune of the entire country, especially terrifying. Wayne Lin only feels that every move
he takes is against a country!



He asked himself since he was young, he had played no more than a thousand rounds
of chess, and even played against the world’s No. 1 Go champion at that time. His Go
level is at least world-class, especially with his current innate realm of Dzogchen, it is
even more exquisite. But he still didn’t look enough in front of the military god.

However, he did not admit defeat. Under tremendous pressure, he continued to
concentrate on playing chess with the army god. There was a tenacity in his body that
refused to admit defeat, even if the sky fell, he would hold on!

This is also an important factor that prompted him to grow up to this day.

Twenty minutes later, Wayne Lin’s forehead actually began to sweat, and the
temperature of his skin surface was extremely high. The sweat, coming out of his
forehead, was quickly affected by the high temperature on his skin surface. It
evaporated.

At this time, his state was a high-speed computer, radiating heat wildly.

He has now concentrated on entering, and he hasn’t noticed the stalwart Shangguan on
the side, looking at him, and not just appreciating the simplicity, but with surprise and
admiration.

Because the military god opposite him is now frowning deeply. Although he is not
sweating all over his body, it can also be seen that the military god has also met his
opponent. Every step he takes now, he must Thinking for a long time.

Shangguan Wei’an has known the God of War for at least 30 years, and has never seen
anyone who can push the God of War to this extent on Go.

It can be seen that this Wayne Lin is not only as simple as the cultivation base, but also
very good in his brain!


